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Abstract  

 
Men who have sex with men (MSM) are a high-risk population in the global HIV epidemics. 

Therefore, an up-to-date study is needed to investigate the recent dynamics of MSM epidemics in the 

Netherlands. Earlier research using convenience sampling methods has shown that MSM with non-

Western background are often underrepresented in survey research. This study focusses on sampling 

subgroups of MSM (e.g., non-Western and younger) by implementing Respondent Driven Sampling: 

A chain referral peer-driven sampling method. In the first phase of recruitment 80 initial respondents 

from non-Western backgrounds were invited to fill out the questionnaire and to invite other peers 

through a web-based RDS system. In total, 95 eligible respondents have completed the questionnaire. 

Most of these respondents are from ‘other’ non-Western countries (CBS standards), from a younger 

age group and higher educated. The men in RDS differ on key variables (prevention attitudes and 

HIV test behavior) from those in the national study. With many improvements, RDS is a useful 

sampling method to combine with convenience methods to sample a more representative group of 

MSM.  
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1. Introduction  
 

On a yearly basis the National Institute for Public Health and the Environment (RIVM) reports on 

new HIV- and Sexually Transmitted Infection (STI) diagnoses in the Netherlands. In their most 

recent report they indicated that the diagnoses of Dutch men and women with STI’s increased 

from 17.2% in 2015 to 18.4% in 2016 (Visser et al., 2017). Also, in the same study 285 new HIV 

diagnoses were detected, where 93% were among Men who have Sex with Men (MSM).  
MSM are considered a global risk population in HIV epidemics (Baral, Sifakis, Celghorn & 

Beyrer, 2007). Beyrer et al. (2012) showed that the high probability of HIV transmission 

through receptive anal intercourse plays a central role in these epidemics. HIV transmission 

factors are not only explained by the interaction between two or more individuals, but they also 

depend on the structures of social networks (Bengtsson, Lu, Liljeros, Thanh & Thorson, 2014). 

Early evidence suggests that also racial differences in HIV infection rates among MSM may 

depend on multiple group factors (Millett, Flores, Peterson & Bakerman, 2007).    

 A lot is still unknown about the social structures of HIV transmission factors. Therefore, there 

is an urgent need to study the underlying dynamics of MSM epidemics on individual level, as 

well as within social networks. In order to conduct a study, it is necessary to have a representative 

sample of the MSM population. Having accurate prevalence estimates of risk behaviors is key to 

understanding risks and developing research priorities to promote health and prevent disease 

within this population. In this paper we will further elaborate on appropriate ways of sampling 

‘hard-to-reach’ minority groups, such as MSM.   
 
 

1.1. Convenience sampling   
  

In 2017-2018 STI AIDS Netherlands in cooperation with researchers of Utrecht University and 

RIVM are conducting a national online survey among the MSM population in the Netherlands. 

The goal of this project is to study potential risk factors regarding HIV- and STI transmission and 

also to collect other relevant data, regarding sexual attitudes and sexual behaviour. In order to 

reach this ‘hard-to-reach’ MSM population, sampling will take place through online forums (e.g., 

web-pages and web-communities) and off-line venues (e.g., personal contacts of healthcare 

professionals). However, applying convenience sampling methods has potential disadvantages 

that might lead to an unrepresentative sample of MSM.    

 Convenience sampling is a form of nonprobability sampling that does not use a random 

selection procedure (de Leeuw, Hox & Dillman, 2008). The chance of inclusion is unknown and 

inferences based on nonprobability samples cannot depend on statistical probability theory. As 

there is no well-defined sampling frame of MSM, sampling error is unknown.     

 Next to that are also other (survey) errors that may affect the estimated statistic of interest 

(Groves et al., 2009; de Leeuw, Hox & Dillman, 2008). The first is coverage error in which 

respondents without internet access are not included in the study, because an online survey 

requires respondents to have Internet access. Secondly, with nonprobability sampling it is not 

appropriate to apply statistical inference to generalise to the target population 

(de Leeuw, Hox & Dillman, 2008).  Finally, from the ones who receive the invitation, not all are 

likely to participate, due to refusal or inability. This results in non-response error 

(de Leeuw, Hox & Dillman, 2008; Groves et al., 2009). After taking these errors of representation 

(coverage, sampling, and nonresponse) into account, it is uncertain whether the final group of 

MSM who participated in the study is representative for the MSM population in the Netherlands.  

In particular, MSM with non-Western backgrounds and younger people were 

underrepresented when van Empelen, van Berkel, Roos & Zuilhof (2011) conducted a similar 

study on potential risk factors regarding HIV- and STI transmission, using convenience sampling 

methods. In general, the errors described above are even amplified in survey research among 

individuals with non-Western backgrounds (Kappelhof, 2017). Non-Western people are poorly 

understood because of the heterogeneity of immigrant populations, the fear to participate in 

epidemiological research and/or perceived ethnic/racial discrimination (Dovidio, Gluszek, John, 

Ditlmann & Lagunes, 2010). Therefore, we pay special attention in this study to incorporate 
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subgroups of the MSM population, who are otherwise not sampled with traditional convenience 

methods.   
  

  

1.2. Respondent Driven Sampling 

   
As an alternative sampling method to reach ‘hard-to-reach’ groups, Respondent-Driven 

Sampling (RDS) was developed in 1997 by Heckathorn. The main reason for developing 

RDS was to overcome sampling challenges for populations in which the sampling frame was 

difficult or impossible to define, such as for MSM, drug-users and sex-workers (Heckathorn, 

1997). The RDS method was developed as part of an AIDS prevention intervention that 

targeted injective drug users in Connecticut. Nowadays many researchers increasingly 

implement RDS as a sampling method to reach hard-to-reach groups.  

RDS is a variation on collecting and analyzing chain-referral data. Just as other chain-

referral methods, RDS assumes that those best able to access other members of hidden 

populations are their own peers (Heckathorn, 1997). However, RDS is to distinguish from 

other chain-referral methods. One important feature is that RDS combines traditional 

snowball sampling with a mathematical model that weights for the fact that the sample was 

collected in a non-random way (Wejnert, 2010). In RDS each person sampled does not have 

the same probability of being included in the sample, because persons with larger network 

sizes have a greater chance of inclusion in the study. RDS takes this into consideration by 

weighting the data based on the reported network size (degree) of each respondent.  

During the recruitment process of RDS, respondents are initially invited by researchers 

to participate in the study. These initial respondents are referred to as ‘seeds’ (Heckathorn, 

1997). After participation, these seeds are in turn asked to recruit other eligible members 

(usually three or four) within their social network to participate in the study. These members 

are referred to as ‘recruits’ (Stein et al. 2015). The number of recruits is limited, so 

respondents with larger network sizes are not overrepresented in the study (Heckathorn, 

2002). The process of recruitment continues until several waves of respondents are created 

and (ideally) long referral chains are formed.  

However, so far only a few researchers have managed to reach long recruitment waves 

(Strömdahl, Lu, Bengtsson, Liljeros & Thorson, 2015; Bengtsson et al., 2012). It remains a 

challenge to encourage participants to invite others for (online) participation. Those who 

reached long recruitment waves, pointed out that factors such as adequate incentives, 

adaptive surveys to smartphones and tablets, and a heterogenous group of seeds were crucial 

in maintaining online referrals (Strömdahl, Lu, Bengtsson, Liljeros & Thorson, 

2015; Bengtsson et al., 2012). Heckathorn (2002) pointed out that both ethnicity and gender 

of respondents affected within-recruitment and stimulated online referral. Many of these 

factors will be taken into consideration when implementing online RDS.  

  

1.3. Current RDS study   
  

In this study we will partially focus on the improvement of participant referral within RDS. 

In order to do so, we will conduct a methodological experiment. In the experiment the 

number of (requested) recruits will be manipulated. A random half of the seeds will be asked 

to invite two people, whereas the other half will be asked to invite four people. By doing so 

we expect to observe unequal patterns of online recruitment and thereby hope to reach long 

recruitment waves.  

The current study has two main purposes: 1. Improving the recruitment process of 

RDS and thereby tapping deeper into the network of MSM subgroups 2. Evaluate whether 

RDS is a useful sampling method to reach (relevant information from) MSM subgroups, 

who are otherwise not sampled through the national study using convenience methods.   

To pursue these goals a web-based RDS survey will be implemented with special 

attention given to sampling MSM with non-Western backgrounds from a young age group. 

These men will then be compared to the men sampled in the national study using 
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convenience methods and also to population registers of non-Western men living in the 

Netherlands.  

 In both the national online survey as well as RDS, respondents will receive similar 

questions. However, the RDS survey will be a shorter version of the questionnaire from 

the national online survey. The main reason to implement a shorter questionnaire in 

RDS is to lower the burden on respondents, as they need to be motivated to invite other 

peers for participation after having completed the questionnaire.   

Through implementing RDS online, we aim to cross social boundaries of social 

networks. By tapping deeper into the social networks of individuals and (hopefully) 

reaching long recruitment waves, we expect to reduce underrepresentation of the target 

group. Finally, we tend to make empirically based recommendations on how to improve 

survey procedures using RDS and also on ways to incorporate ethnic minorities and 

younger people when applying RDS for health-related studies.   

In the next section we provide a literature overview of RDS studies and the research 

questions of the current study.  

  
 

2. Literature review  
  

Web-based RDS studies among MSM were previously implemented in Vietnam and Sweden. 

These studies mainly sampled young and well-educated MSM of diverse socio-economic 

backgrounds (Strömdahl, Lu, Bengtsson, Liljeros & Thorson, 2015; Bengtsson et al., 

2012; Bengtsson, Lu, Liljeros, Thanh & Thorson, 2014). However, some of these researchers 

failed to reach adequate sample sizes and long recruitment chains due to technical challenges 

with the web-based RDS system and relatively low incentives (Strömdahl, 

Lu, Bengtsson, Liljeros & Thorson, 2015).  

Several methodological studies compared traditional (off-line) RDS with Internet 

surveys using convenience sampling methods (Johnston, Trummal, Lõhmus & Ravalepik, 

2009; Evans et al., 2011). These studies reported that RDS reached a less diverse group of 

MSM considering the characteristics age, sexual orientation and HIV testing 

(Johnston, Trummal, Lõhmus & Ravalepik, 2009) and that RDS also failed to reach the 

required sample sizes and stable recruitment waves (Evans et al., 2011). Some explanations for 

this were a lack of trained recruiters, inadequate incentives and language problems.  

        

2.1. RDS Online recruitment   
  

A crucial element within RDS is for respondents to recruit other (eligible) peers for participation 

after filling out the questionnaire. Respondents need to recruit at least one other peer for a 

recruitment wave to generate (Wirtz et al., 2016). Until now there has been no common agreement 

or guideline on an appropriate number of recruits to ask for. The number of recruits is generally 

restricted to three or four to (1) avoid overrepresentation of people with larger networks, (2) limit 
the burden on respondents, and (3) force the sample recruitment chain to penetrate into the social 

network of seeds (Steijn et al., 2014). Inviting a large number of recruits could theoretically lead 

to a larger sample size and potentially a representative sample. On the other hand, it also requires 

more cognitive and practical effort, because respondents have to think of who they want to invite 

and select the best way to invite their peers.   

Previous RDS studies that restricted the number of recruits to four, reached chains that varied 

in length between 1-29 waves (Strömdahl, Lu, Bengtsson, Liljeros & Thorson, 2015; Bengtsson, 

Lu, Liljeros, Thanh & Thorson, 2014; Stein et al., 2015; Bengtsson et al., 2012). To investigate 

the relation between the requested number of recruits and the length of recruitment chains, we will 

implement an experiment (2 versus 4 requested referrals) within the RDS study. This leads to the 

following research question:   

  
1. Does a small (2) or a larger (4) request for referrals lead to an improvement of RDS recruitment?  
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2.2. Representativeness of RDS sample   
   

For our second research question, we focus on the representativeness of the respondents sampled. 

According to Statistic Netherlands (CBS) (2017) around 10% of the Dutch population has a non-

Western background. This population is divided over multiple subgroups, 

namely Turkish (18.5%), Moroccan (18%), Surinamese (16%), Antillean (7%) and other non-

western (40.5%). In previous studies using convenience sampling in 

the Netherlands, researchers sampled less than 5% of non-Western MSM (Empelen, 

van Berkel, Roos & Zuilhof, 2011). On the other hand, the first RDS study that focussed on non-

Western MSM in the United States, sampled a representative group of Latin and Black 

MSM with a large sample size (Murrill et al., 2016)  
  

In 2011 van Empelen, van Berkel, Roos & Zuilhof employed nonprobability methods 

(convenience sampling) to sample MSM for an online survey. They reported that more than 33% 

of the sample was older than 45 years. This points to selectivity in the realized sample, possibly 
due to self-selection of older MSM during the recruitment and/or more non-response among 

younger MSM. On the other hand, Bengtsson, Lu, Liljeros, Thanh & Thorson (2014) were 

successful in sampling younger MSM by implementing web-based RDS among the Vietnamese 

population. These researchers enabled a much larger geographical coverage and allowed (online) 

participation of MSM who would otherwise not risk to physically access a survey office.  

  

Finally, CBS (2017) described in their latest year report ‘Integration’ that on average the 

educational level of non-Western people living in the Netherlands is lower than the educational 

level of the local Dutch people. These findings are partially explained by the low educational 

level and socioeconomic status of their parents. Heath & Brinbaum (2007) confirm that 

ethnic minorities are more disadvantaged within the Western educational system. In 2011 

van Empelen, van Berkel, Roos & Zuilhof mostly sampled well-educated MSM with Western 

backgrounds. By specifically focussing on non-Western MSM, the expectation is to reach 

respondents who are on average lower educated than those in the national study.  

  

To investigate the representativeness of the RDS sample we will compare the estimates to 

population registers from Statistics Netherlands and also to estimates from the national study 

using convenience methods. This leads to the following research question:   

  

2. Does the RDS approach lead to a representative sample of MSM when considering the 

background characteristics ethnicity, age and educational level?  

  

2.3. Estimates of risk factors   
  

In 2015 the Center Sexual Health (CSG) did HIV-testing among the Dutch population. They 

reported that HIV rates were relatively higher among some MSM groups with non-Western 

backgrounds, namely from the Netherlands Antilles and Latin America. In terms of HIV 

epidemiology, generally people with non-Western backgrounds from HIV endemic areas have a 

higher risk profile (van Veen, 2010). The higher risks are explained by a combination of 

individual factors, cultural norms and demographic factors. As a consequence, the groups in RDS 

might differ to the groups in the convenience sample on several key variables. This information is 

urgently needed, because less is known about immigrant subpopulations who remain ‘hidden’ 

from both researchers and practitioners (Rosario, Schrimshaw & Hunter, 2010).  
In the present study we specifically want to evaluate whether RDS can 

reach respondents who differ on key variables from those who respond to convenience 

sampling methods. Therefore, our third research question focusses on whether there are 

differences on key variables between non-Western respondents in the RDS and in the 

national study (while controlling for the background variables age and educational level). 

The key variables that are investigated are sexual risk behaviours, HIV knowledge and test 
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behaviours. This enables us to assess whether RDS is a useful and necessary 

method next to the standard convenience sampling method. This leads to the third research 

question of the current study:   

  

3. Are there differences in the substantive answers of the questionnaire (key variables) 

when comparing non-Western men sampled through RDS and sampled through 
convenience methods, taking into account potential differences in age and education?  

  

In sum we will investigate the following research questions:  

  

Research question 1: Does a small (2) or a larger (4) request for referrals lead to an 

improvement of the RDS recruitment? or more specifically:  

  

1a. Does the instruction regarding number of referrals (2 versus 4) influence the number 

of people actually invited to the survey?  

  
1b. Does the instruction regarding number of referrals (2 versus 4) influence the 

final response rate of the survey? 

  

Research question 2: Does the RDS approach sample a representative group of MSM when 

considering the background characteristics ethnicity, age and educational level? or more 

specifically:  

  

2a. Does RDS result in more non-Western MSM who are younger and less educated, compared to 

the convenience sample in the national online survey?   

  

2b. Does RDS result in a similar distribution of males regarding ethnicity, age and education as 

the population registers (of non-Western men) from Statistics Netherlands?  

  

Research question 3: Are there differences in the substantive answers of the 

questionnaire (key variables) when comparing non-Western men sampled through 

RDS and sampled through convenience methods, taking into account potential 

differences in age and education?  

 

3. Methods  
  

3.1.  Design   
 

In previous years and also in 2018 STI Netherlands took the initiative to conduct a national online 

survey on the sexual health of MSM. In order to reach this hard-to-reach group the researchers 

used convenience sampling methods. In the current study RDS was implemented as a smaller part 

of the national survey, in order to sample subgroups among MSM who are generally 

underrepresented in the larger study. In the next section, we will describe the global design of the 

national study and the design of the RDS in more detail.   

  

3.1.1. National study using Convenience sampling   

  

A national cross-sectional online survey was conducted in the Netherlands by STI AIDS 

Netherlands and researchers of Utrecht University and RIVM using convenience sampling 

methods. The survey gathered information about behavior, health and sexual experiences of 

MSM in the Netherlands. The recruitment period was between March 1, 2018 and June 1, 

2018. An active campaign was set up, both online -and offline, to invite members of the 

MSM community to participate. The link to the survey was available on several websites and 

dating apps. For a detailed recruitment schedule, see Additional material: appendix A[1]. 
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The questionnaire contained 150 questions and the duration of filling in was between 25-30 

minutes. Furthermore, the questions were adaptive to smartphones and tablets and most 

questions were mandatory. Participants could win one out of twenty €25 bol.com gift 

vouchers by means of a lottery system when they completed the questionnaire.  

  
3.1.2. Smaller study among MSM subgroups using RDS methods   
  

3.1.2.1. General description   
 

A smaller study was conducted mainly focusing on sampling MSM with non-Western 

backgrounds. This part applied a web-based RDS system for online recruitment and 

participation. The recruitment period was between March 26, 2018 and May 28, 2018. In 

the RDS study, researchers provided an online questionnaire that was a shorter version 

of the questionnaire provided in the national survey. The questionnaire consisted of a 
total of 50 questions. The duration of filling in this questionnaire was between 10-15 

minutes. The questionnaire was divided over multiple pages and the questions 

were also adaptive to tablets and smartphones. In order to avoid missing data, most 
questions were mandatory (i.e., participants had to answer the questions, otherwise they 

could not proceed to the next page). Some personal questions, such as postal code, were 

optional (i.e., respondents could skip the question). Furthermore, the text for RDS was 

provided in Dutch, English, Arabic, Farsi, Turkish and French. Participation was entirely 

voluntary and anonymous. Respondents had the opportunity to unsubscribe from the 

survey and give reasons of doing so.   

Participants were eligible for an incentive when they (1) completed the 

questionnaire and (2) successfully recruited eligible peers for participation (i.e., the peers 

also had to complete the questionnaire). A monetary incentive was offered by means of 

drawing a lottery from one out of ten €50 gift vouchers.   

  

3.1.2.2. Population and inclusion criteria RDS  

  

In the Netherlands almost 94.4% of the population from 12 years and older has access to the 

Internet (Statistics Netherlands, 2017). Therefore, access to the online survey was assumed not to 

be a major concern for most respondents. The target group of the RDS study is MSM with non-

Western backgrounds in The Netherlands. Non-Western is defined as 1st and 2nd generation 

migrants from Latin America, Africa, Asia and the Middle East. Eligibility criteria are men, 16 

years and older, who have ever had sexual intercourse (oral- and/or anal sex) with other men, and 

who currently live in the Netherlands.  

  

3.1.2.3. RDS questionnaire   

  

Content of the questionnaire   

The RDS questionnaire contained fewer, but similar questions as the national online survey. 

Questions consisted of several demographic variables (e.g., ethnic background, age, educational 

level, and sexual orientation and – identity) and several key variables concerning sexual health: 

attitudes about prevention strategies  (e.g., ‘What do you think of the following ways to prevent 

HIV transmission’), sexual relations and behaviors (e.g., ‘With how many men did you 

have condomless anal sex during the last 6 months’) and HIV testing (e.g., ‘When were you last 

tested for HIV’). See additional material appendix B[2] for the RDS questionnaire.  

  

Questionnaire reduction  

As mentioned earlier the questionnaire for RDS is a shorter version of the national online survey. 

The main reasons to shorten the RDS questionnaire was to lower the burden on respondents and at 

the same time keep them motivated to invite other MSM for participation. The questionnaire was 

shortened based on the rating of relevant theme’s that were important to the researchers. Two 

researchers rated each theme, using a scale from 1 (May be omitted without (large) problems) – 
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10 (Should be kept in questionnaire at all costs). The themes (and corresponding items) with an 

average score of 9 and higher were selected for the final RDS questionnaire. Additional material 

appendix C[3] contains more detailed information about the shortened questionnaire.  

  

Questionnaire translation  

As mentioned above, the text for the questionnaire was provided in six different languages. The 

method used for translation was: Back Translation. This method is used since the 70’s and 

involves translating the ‘actual’ questionnaire back into the source language (Behr & Shishido, 

2016). Subsequent comparisons are made between the two source- language versions, in order to 

identify potential discrepancies. The translators were all local speakers who translated the 

questionnaire to their mother tongue (with the exception of English). The same questionnaire was 

translated back by an external person to the source language.  

Furthermore, the questionnaire was also translated in context. This means that 

background information was given of the study purposes and the intention of providing the 

questions was explained to the translators. Also, the translators were provided with a brief 

introduction to the study with the possibility to contact the researchers if any questions would 
arise during translation.  

  

3.1.2.4. Experimental manipulation  

  
In order to optimize peer recruitment, we manipulated the number of referrals that 

participants were asked to invite. The independent variable (Yi) is the experimental 

condition (2 versus 4 requested referrals). A random half of the seeds was asked to invite 2 

eligible peers for online participation, whereas the other half was asked to invite 4 eligible 

peers.   

  

 

                                                    Y0 = 2 referrals 

         Y1 = 4 referrals  

                                

  

  

 

3.2. Implementation web-based RDS  
  

3.2.1. Sampling and recruitment  

  
Steijn et al. 2015 describe the recruitment strategy as following:  
  

1. Initial participants are indicated as ‘seeds’.  

  
These seeds are eligible respondents from the target population. RDS proceeds by approaching 

seeds who are (mostly) familiar to the researchers (see section 3.2.2). Seeds are instructed about 

the study purposes, because they are the ones who initiate the RDS recruitment pattern. After they 

have been instructed by the researcher, they receive an invitation to fill out the questionnaire. 

Once they have completed the questionnaire, they are asked to recruit a number of eligible contact 

persons within their network to participate in the study.   
  

 
2. These contact persons are indicated as ‘recruits’.  

Yi 
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Recruits are members of the target population who are in the same network as the seed who 

invited them. Each recruit can receive the invitation to the survey through a different route (see 

section 3.2.3). The sampling patterns repeats itself: after the recruits have completed the 

questionnaire, each of them in turn is asked to invite other eligible members within their network 

to participate in the study.   

  

3. ‘Waves’ refer to consecutive subsamples, with seeds in wave 0 and recruits invited by 

seeds in wave 1, and so forth. After each new invitation has been send out, a new wave of 

respondents is created.    

  
4. ‘Recruitment trees’ refer to chains of participant connected via recruitment.   

  

A seed and his corresponding recruits are all connected within the same recruitment tree. The 

RDS sample is expected to contain many recruitment trees, whereby respondents in one 
recruitment tree are connected through a unique chain.  For a graphical presentation of the RDS 

sampling structure, see Figure 1.  

  

Figure 1. RDS Recruitment tree   
Note. This is an example of one recruitment tree that has been generated through a unique seed. In RDS multiple seeds are invited and 

therefore multiple recruitment trees are generated.   

  

3.2.2. Data collection   

  
To start the RDS data collection in total eighty MSM seeds with diverse non-Western 

backgrounds were selected through lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer and intersex 

and other (LGBTQI+) organizations in the Netherlands and through personal contacts of 

the researchers. The recruitment of seeds occurred in 4 rounds; 20 seeds invited per round. 

In between every round there was a period of two weeks. After every round we evaluated 

the recruitment and response of RDS.     
Seeds were mainly selected based on their ethnic backgrounds. As there are no 

population estimates on MSM, the total amount of seeds is based on the proportion 

of all non-Western men living in the Netherlands. Seeds were approached through 

different recruitment methods (i.e. Facebook, e-mail, phone call and face-to-face) and 

each were given a standard instruction letter that contained background information about 

the study purposes and a request to participate. Additional materials: appendix D[4] 

contains a detailed recruitment schedule and the instruction letter for the seeds. Finally, 

the ones who agreed to participate were sent an invitation email with a request to fill out 

the questionnaire.  

 
 
3.2.3. Web-based RDS system   
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For facilitating and tracking online recruitment, we used a web-based RDS survey system 

that was provided by RIVM and originally implemented by Bengtsson et al., 2012. 

Participants had access to the survey through a unique link that was send through an 

invitation email. These links were based on personal codes that were automatically 

generated by the system for each participant. The invitation email contained background 

information about the study, a request to participate and a personal link to the survey.    

After completing the questionnaire, participants were given the opportunity to 

invite other MSM friends within their network. There were multiple options for inviting 

contacts: 1. Sending an invitation email indirectly through the system, 2. Invite people 

through Facebook private messages and 3. Invite people through Whatsapp. Participants 

who did not complete the survey were sent a reminder email after five days. Those who 

finished the survey but did not recruit other members were sent a reminder email after 7 

days and after 14 days. After completing the (short) RDS questionnaire, a link was 

attached to the larger national survey.  

  

3.2.4. Changes during fieldwork   

  

Content of the RDS questionnaire   

After evaluation of the first round of data collection several changes were applied to the RDS 

questionnaire for two main reasons: (1) prevent high-dropout rate of respondents and (2) Improve 

RDS recruitment. Changes were applied based on additional paradata of the survey (i.e., pages 

with the highest dropout rates). One example is that many respondents dropped-out when they had 

to fill in their mother’s-, fathers- and own birth country via a dropdown menu. Asking for 

personal information in combination with a dropdown menu consisting of 223 response categories 

and mandatory to answer, has most likely resulted in high drop-out rates on this particular page. 

In order to prevent this we added clarifying instructions (e.g.,“you can type in the first three 

letters, so you do not have to scroll all the way to the bottom”) and removed 73 uncommon 

categories to make the dropdown menu much shorter. Secondly, we also ensured anonymity and 

confidentiality by explicitly adding clarifying sentences (e.g., “your data will be treated 

confidentially and will not be shared with others”) to some personal questions. For an overview of 

all the changes, see Additional materials: appendix E[5].   

  

Interviews with seeds   

We also conducted two types of interviews with seeds to further improve the RDS data 

recruitment. The first type of interview is known as a cognitive (post) interview (Campanelli, 

1997). During this interview the researcher fills out the questionnaire together with a respondent, 

in which he or she focuses on the cognitive processes that the respondent uses to answer survey 

questions. The aim is to evaluate sources of response errors and find out potential reasons of drop-

out. Two strategies of cognitive post interviews are applied: (1) ‘think aloud’ in which the seed is 

explicitly instructed to think aloud as he answers the survey questions and (2) ‘verbal probing’ in 

which the interviewer ‘probes’ further into the basis of a response by asking additional questions.  

The second type of interview were open interviews. These were conducted with seeds 

who did not complete the questionnaire and with seeds who completed the questionnaire but did 

not invite others. From each group respectively 5 seeds were randomly selected and asked the 

same questions, namely “Why did you not finish the survey” or “Why did you not invite others”? 

Based on the outcomes on these interviews, the cognitive-post interviews and 

the additional paradata final changes were applied to the questionnaire before the second round of 

data collection started (for all changes see, Additional material: Appendix E[5]).   
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3.3.  RDS data analysis   
  
3.3.1 Data cleaning  

  
Linking respondents  
Due to technical challenges within the web-based RDS system, a large amount of manual data 

cleaning had to be done. Firstly, the registration of completes had to be checked. Respondents 

who opened the questionnaire but finished at a later moment received a new personal code from 

the system. The system indicated ‘not completed’ for those respondents. We had to link their data 

to their initial code to keep track of the RDS recruitment. Secondly, a common mistake in RDS is 

for respondents to send their own link or a singular link to every peer they invite. The RDS 

system only tracks unique links that are generated. As a result, every respondent who 

participated through a same (seed) link is not linked to the person who actually invited them. To 

link every respondent within one recruitment tree, we applied these changes manually.  

 

Participant removal  

Similar to the national study using convenience methods, every person who completed all of the 

demographic variables and at least one of the key variables in the RDS study was included for 

data analyses. From the total amount of participants who were included, the ones who did not fit 

the inclusion criteria (e.g., Dutch men, women and people younger than 16 years old) were 

excluded from further analysis. Finally, respondents who took less than 3 minutes to answer the 

questionnaire were also excluded from the analysis, because it seemed impossible to read and 

answer all of the questions in such a short time.   

  
3.3.2. Statistical computations   

 
Dependency of the data  

RDS has a hierarchical data structure: respondents are nested under recruitment trees. Thus, 

people within one recruitment tree are expected to be more similar than people from other 

recruitment trees. To account for this dependency the Intra Class Correlation Coefficient (ICC) 

was computed. The values of the ICC were lower than 0.10, as only 12.5% (N = 8) of the seeds 

generated recruitment waves. Therefore, for statistical analysis we analyses the data of all 

respondents on one level instead of applying multilevel analysis.  

 
Network size (Degree)    
In RDS each person sampled does not have the same probability of being included in the sample, 

because persons with larger personal networks have a greater chance of being sampled than those 

with smaller personal networks. RDS takes this into consideration by weighting data based on 

reported network size. Respondents were asked: “How many men could you invite within your 

network to participate in this study”.        
 Respondents reported having a network size ranging from 0-100. Only one person reported a 

network size of 1000. This data point was considered an outlier, as it highly influenced the 

estimates in the regression model(s). To account for potential bias, we recoded this value to the 

value of the person with the second highest network size of 100.  To control for the (average) 

network size in the experimental condition, we added the network size as a dummy variable (0 = 

reported a network size of zero, and 1 = reported a network size higher than zero). Next to that we 

created a second variable where 0 was recoded to the average of the network size (M = 7.042) and 

the remaining respondents had their initial value.  
 

Experiment   

To investigate peer recruitment we build up two poisson regression models.  

For research question 1a: the dependent variable is the number of people invited to 

the questionnaire (ranging from 0-4). The independent variable is the number of 

requested referrals (2 versus 4). For research question 1b: the dependent variable is 
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the number of people (invited by others) who responded to the survey. The 

independent variable is the number of referrals. In both regression models the 

variables age and ethnicity were included as covariates  

 
Comparison between RDS, National study and CBS  

To answer research questions 2a for the comparison between respondents in RDS and population 

registers from Statistics Netherlands (CBS) we computed descriptive analyses (total amount and 

proportions) of the variables ethnicity, age and educational level. Similar characteristics of men 

living in the Netherlands were retrieved from CBS Statline (Statistics Netherlands, 2017).   

 To answer research questions 2b for the comparison between RDS and the national survey 

using convenience sampling we computed similar descriptive analyses of the same background 

variables and used Chi-square (χ2) tests to compare the differences between the categories in both 

studies.            

 To measure the (dis)similarity of the distributions from the background variables, we 
computed the Duncan Segregation Index. This index score can be interpreted as the percentage of 

respondents in the two studies that would have to move in order to produce a uniform distribution. 

The number ranges from 0 – 1, with 0 = perfect similarity and 1 = perfect dissimilarity.  
 

To answer our third research question, we compared key variables ‘sexual behavior’, ‘HIV 

prevention’ and ‘HIV testing’ between RDS and the national study using linear and (multinomial) 

logistic regression models, while taking into account the background variables ethnicity, age and 

educational level.  

Statistical analyses were performed in R (version 3.4.2).   

  

 

4. Results  
 

4.1 RDS Descriptive Statistics    
  

In total 95 eligible participants completed the questionnaire. The age of the respondents 

ranged from 20 to 48 years old, with an average of M = 29.53, SD = 5.91. Almost 59% (N = 56) 

of the sample had a higher vocational education or University degree. Furthermore, the final 

sample consisted of solely (biological) men with non-Western backgrounds. Also, 8 

Dutch men and 3 women were removed from the sample as they did not fit the inclusion 

criteria.    

  

Figure 2 presents the response rates of seeds and invites in the RDS study. The response rate is 

computed as the completed and partial survey’s divided by the total number of survey requests 

send out. This calculation is based on Response Rate 2 by the American Association for Public 

Opinion Research (2016). 

 

RR2 = C + P / C + P + (N+D+R) 
C = Completed, P = Partial, N = Non-Response, D = Declined, R = Remaining  

 

The total response rate in RDS is (70 + 24) / (70 + 24 + 94) = 50%. Among the seeds the response 

rate is 87.64% and among the invites the response rate is 39%. Figure 1 gives an overview of the 

response type from the total requested survey’s in RDS.  
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   Figure 2. Number of survey requests RDS   
                      Note. C = Completed, P = Partial, N+D+R = Non-Response, Declined and Remaining.  

 

 

4.2. Experimental condition   
 

4.2.1. Number invited  
 

The experiment was conducted to test whether there was a relation between the requested number 

of invites and the number of people who were invited to the survey. To investigate this 

relationship, we used two Poisson regression models (with and without covariates). In both 

models we measured the ‘number of requested referrals’ as dependent variable.  

 

-Model 1a: One unit increase in the requested number of invites results in an increase of  

exp(ß) = 2.30 (ß  = .83, SE = 0.25, p <.05) on the number of people invited to the survey. The 

model accounts for by 14% of the variance (Nagelkerke R2= .1423)   

-Model 1b: One unit increase in the requested number of invites results in an increase of  

exp(ß) = 1.90 (ß = .64, SE = 0.31, p <.05) on the number of people invited to the survey while 

taking the variables age, ethnicity and network size into account. The model is accounted for by 

81% of the variance (Nagelkerke R2= .8126)   

 

4.2.2. Number responded   
 

The second part of the experiment was to investigate the relation between the requested number of 

invites and the number of invites who actually responded to the survey. To investigate this 
relationship, we also used two Poisson regression models (with and without covariates), but this 

time measuring ‘number of invites responded’ as the dependent variable.  
 

-Model 2a: There is no significant effect off the experimental manipulation on the number of 

responded people in the survey, exp(ß) = 1.33 (ß = .29, SE = 0.39, p = .46). 

-Model 2b: There is no significant effect off the experimental manipulation on the number of 

responded people in the survey, exp(ß) = 1.04 (ß = .04 SE = 0.47, p = .93, while taking into 

account the variables age, ethnicity and network size.  
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4.3. Comparison between RDS, National study and Statistics Netherlands on 

background variables    
  

Data from the RDS study were compared with figures from both the national online study and 

from Statistics Netherlands (CBS). The variables that are studied are ethnicity, age and 

educational level. In the next sections we will describe the comparison of each background 

variable separately.    

 

4.3.1. Ethnic background  

 

Table 1 gives an overview of the variables measuring ethnic background. Respondents in 

both studies were asked to report their own birth country and both their parents birth 

country. The countries presented in table 1 are based on proportions of non-Western men 

living in the Netherlands.    

  

Both RDS as well as the national online study generally reached high proportions of 
respondents from ‘other non-Western’ countries.  

 

Country born  

In RDS, the proportion of respondents born in most non-Western countries is relatively 

higher than in the national study, with the exception of Netherlands-Antilles (χ2 = 83.25, p 

< .001, φ = .29). The dissimilarity index indicates that 41.63% of the RDS study has to 

move in order to achieve a uniform distribution of the population by the country they 

were born in (D = .4164).   

 

Mother Country  

When considering the mother's birth country, the national study has a much higher 

proportion of ‘other non-Western’ men (86.62%) compared to the RDS study 

(62.10%), χ2 = 247.61, p < .001, φ = .51. The dissimilarity index indicates that 35% of the 

RDS study has to move to in order to achieve a uniform distribution of the population by 

the country they were born in (D = .3450).  
 

Father Country  

Finally, looking at Father’s birth country, we also see a higher proportion of non-Western 

men in the RDS sample, with the exception of the ‘other non-Western’ countries 

(χ2 = 229.86, p < .001, φ = .49). The dissimilarity index indicates that 32% of the RDS 

study has to move to the National study in order to achieve a uniform distribution of the 

population by the country they were born in (D = .3227). 

 

In summary, RDS has reached proportionally more men from Morocco, Turkey and 

Suriname, whereas the national study is more successful in reaching MSM from ‘other 

non-Western’ countries.    

 

Table 1.  

Comparison between RDS and national study on birth countries of non-Western men  

 

 BornC      

  

  MoC    FaC 

 

 

Country RDS 

N (%) 

NS  

N (%) 

RDS 

N (%) 

NS 

N (%) 

RDS 

N (%) 

NS 

(N, %) 

Morocco  6  

(6.31) 

4  

(0.51) 

9 

(9.47) 

0  

(0) 

10  

(10.52) 

1 

 (0.13) 
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Note. The countries are based on categories of non-Western men living in the Netherlands (retrieved from Statistics Netherlands, 

CBS). The countries are respectively Morocco, Turkey, Suriname, Dutch-Antilles and Other non-Western. The Netherlands and 

other-Western countries are included as there are also second generation and multi-ethnic migrants included in these categories. 
The comparison is made between RDS and National Study (NS) on the variables Country Born (BornC), Mother Country (MoC) 

and Father Country Born (FaC) 
 

Table 2 gives an overview of the ethnic background of respondents in the RDS sample and 

proportions of non-Western men retrieved from Statistics Netherlands. We can observe 

that the distribution of non-Western men in RDS is more similar (D = .2937) to the 

distribution of Statistics Netherlands when compared to distribution of the national study to 

Statistics Netherlands (D = .4993). Furthermore, we there is an underrepresentation of 

Antillean people in the RDS sample and an overrepresentation of the category ‘other non-

Western’ men in the national study, both compared to proportions of Statistics Netherlands.   

 

Table 2 

Comparison of ethnicity from non-Western men between RDS, national study and CBS 

Ethnicity  Sur 

N (%) 

Moroc 

N (%) 

Turk 

N (%) 

Ant 

N (%) 

O-NWest 

N (%) 

RDS 

 

NS 

11  

(11.58) 

26  

(3.34) 

10  

(10.53) 

4 

(.51) 

5  

(5.26) 

5  

(.64) 

5  

(5.26) 

51  

(6.56) 

64 

(67.37) 

691 

(88.93) 

CBS 137 000 

(17.13) 

135 000  

(16.88) 

158 000  

(19.75) 

58 000   

(7.25) 

312 000 

 (39.00) 

Note. The criteria of defining ethnicity is similar to the definition of Statistics Netherlands.  When a person is born outside the 

Netherlands he is considered 1st generation migrant and when at least one of the parents is born in another country he is 

considered 2nd generation migrant. The groups are respectively Surinamese (Sur), Moroccan (Moroc), Turkish (Turk), Antillean 

(Ant) and other non-Western (O-NWest)  

 

4.3.2 Educational level  

Table 3 gives an overview of the educational level of non-Western men in the RDS and the 

National study.  To compare these categories, we used chi-square tests. The table shows that 

RDS has reached a higher proportion of non-Western men from primary school and MAVO, 

whereas the national study is more successful in reaching non-Western men with an MBO 

degree (χ2 = 18.89, p < .05, φ = .14).  The dissimilarity index indicates that 12.90% of the 

Turkey 3 

(3.16) 

5  

(0.64) 

5  

(5.26) 

0  

(0) 

5  

(5.26) 

0 

(0) 

Suriname 6 

(6.31) 

26  

(3.35) 

11  

(11.58) 

0 

(0) 

11  

(11.58) 

0 

(0) 

Antilles 4  

(4.21) 

51  

(6.56) 

5  

(5.26) 

8  

(1.03) 

4 

(4.21) 

8  

(1.02) 

Other- 

NW 

 

55  

(57.89) 

214  

(27.54) 

59 

(62.10) 

673  

(86.62) 

61  

(64.21) 

654 

(84.17) 

NL  

 

Other-W 

19  

(20.00) 

2 

(2.11) 

336  

(43.24) 

141 

(18.15) 

4  

(4.21) 

2 

(2.11) 

 

2 

(0.26) 

94 

(12.10) 

2  

(2.10) 

2 

(2.11) 

2  

(0.25) 

112 

(14.41) 
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RDS study has to move to in order to achieve a uniform distribution of the population by 

educational level (D = .1290) 
 

Table 3  

Comparison of educational level between RDS, National study and Statistics Netherlands Note. 

The categories are measured similarly in both studies. For the comparison with Statistics Netherlands they were recoded into: 

primary education (primary school, MAVO/MULO and VMBO), secondary education (HAVO/VWO/Gymnasium and MBO) 

and higher education (HBO/WO/PhD) 

 

The third column of table 3 presents the educational level of non-Western men retrieved 

from Statistics Netherlands. The results show that the national study has been more 

successful in reaching non-Western men with secondary education, corresponding more 

to the proportions of Statistics Netherlands. In both RDS as well as the National study 

there is an overrepresentation of higher educated non-Western MSM when compared to 

the proportions of Statistics Netherlands. In order to achieve a uniform distribution of 

population by educational level, 51.71% of men in RDS would need to move (D = .5171). 

Concluding that the RDS distribution is much more similar to the National study, then to 

the distribution of Statistics Netherlands.  
 

4.3.3 Age  

 

To compare the age distribution of non-Western men in both studies, we categorized the 

variable according to standard categories of Statistics Netherlands (Table 4) and used a 

chi-square test to compare the categories. RDS has been successful in reaching a higher 

proportion of MSM from the category 25-35 years old, whereas the national study has 

mostly reached non-Western MSM between 15-25 years old (χ2 = 66.60, p < .001, φ = 

.26). In order to achieve a uniform distribution of the population by age, 38% of men in 

RDS would need to move (D = .3842) 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 RDS (N %) NS (N %) CBS (N %) 

Primary school  4 (4.21) 7 (.91) 

 

 

Primary Education  

 

4 (4.21) 7 (.91) 291000 (36.39) 

MAVO 5 (5.26) 21 (2.71) 

 

 

VMBO 5 (5.26) 19 (2.45) 

 

 

HAVO/VWO/ 

Gymnasium 

 

14 (14.74) 90 (11.58)  

MBO 10 (10.53) 178 (22.91) 

 

 

Secondary Education  

 

34 (35.79) 308 (39.75) 309 000 (38.63) 

HBO/WO/PhD 

 

56 (58.95) 450 (57.92)  

Higher Education  

 

56 (58.95) 450 (57.92) 166 000 (20.75) 

Other  1 (1.05) 8 (1.03%) 34 000 (4.25) 
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Table 4 

Comparison of age categories between RDS, National study and Statistics Netherlands 

Note. The age categories are divided similar to the categories of Statistics Netherlands  

 
Table 4 also presents the population registers of age categories from non-Western men, 

retrieved from Statistics Netherlands. The proportions of men in the age category 15-25 

years in RDS (24.21%) is almost equal to proportions of CBS (23.63%), whereas there is 

an overrepresentation of the age category 25-35 years old. Also, RDS has not been able to 

successfully reach men from an higher age groups older than 45 years old (2.10%). In 

order to achieve a uniform distribution of population by age, 40% of men in RDS would 

need to move (D = .3972). In sum, the distribution of age categories from RDS is similar 

to both the national study as well as the distribution from CBS.  

  

4.4 Comparison between RDS and National study on key variables  

 
To compare the differences between the theme’s ‘sexual behavior’ and ‘HIV prevention’ we 

modelled multiple linear and logistic regression models. Table 5 shows that there is no significant 

difference between the RDS and National study in terms of the sexual risk behaviors. However, 

people in RDS are less aware of HIV prevention methods than people in the national study. 

 
Table 5  

Regression models comparing the difference between RDS and CS on key variables 

Age categories 

(year) 

RDS  

N (%) 

National study  

N (%) 

CBS  

N (%) 

15-25 23 

(24.21) 

395 

(50.84) 

189 000  

(23.63) 

25-35 59  

(62.11) 

200  

(25.74) 

180 000  

(22.50) 

35-45 11  

(11.58) 

114  

(14.67) 

167 000 

(20.88) 

45-55 2  

(2.10) 

90  

(11.58) 

144 000  

(18.00) 

55-65 0 

(0) 

44 

(5.66) 

87 000  

(10.88) 

65-75 0 

(0) 

13 

(1.67) 

24 000  

(3.00) 

>75 0 

(0) 

2  

(0.25) 

10 000  

(1.25) 

       No 
covariates 
 

           Covariates    

Dependent 
variables 
 

ß  SE P-value R2 ß SE P-value R2  

Sexual behavior           
 
First time sex 
 

 
-3.18 

 
7.92 

 
.69 

 
.00 

 
-.88 

 
8.15 

 
.91 

 
.01 

 

Anal sex 
 

7.42 35.19 .83 .00 25.94 35.23 0.46 .06  
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Note. The estimates in the table are from the predictor variable that has been coded as 0 = National study and 1 = RDS  
 ** significant at alpha = .05  

 

The final theme studied was HIV testing behaviour. An indicator for this theme is the last time 

people had an HIV test (measured in 4 categories). To compare the difference between HIV 

testing in both studies a multinomial logistic regression was modelled. The results indicate that 

people in RDS (compared to the national study) generally get tested more often, relative to people 

never having tested before. Specific to each category:  

 

-Respondents in the RDS compared to the National study are 19.84 times more likely to have 

been tested 0-3 months ago, relative to those never having an HIV test before (RR = 19.84, SE = 

1.03, p < .05) 

 

-Respondents in the RDS compared to the National study are 10.30 times more likely to have 

been tested 3-6 months ago, relative to those never having an HIV test before (RR = 10.30, SE = 

1.06, p < .05) 

 

-Respondents in the RDS compared to the National study are 13.44 times more likely to have 

been tested 6-12 months ago, relative to those never having an HIV test before (RR = 13.44, SE = 

1.09, p < .05) 

 

-Respondents in the RDS compared to the National study are 16.03 times more likely to have 

been tested 6-12 months ago, relative to those never having an HIV test before (RR = 13.44, SE = 

1.09, p < .05) 

 

In summary, men in the RDS simple do not differ in their sexual behaviours, but all less informed 

on HIV prevention methods. On the other hand, in RDS men are more likely to get tested often, 

relative to those never having been tested before.  

 

5. Discussion  
 

5.1. Implementation of RDS online experiment  

 

The first part of this study mainly focussed on improving the recruitment strategy of RDS. An 

online experiment was implemented to investigate the relation between the (requested) number of 

referrals and the number of invites. The outcome of the experiment showed that respondents who 

were requested to invite four peers also managed to recruit more people on average, as opposed to 

those who were requested to invite two other peers. Thus, increasing the number of requested 

referrals in RDS results in higher number of invitations. Note that this number cannot be infinite, 

otherwise there will be an overrepresentation of people with larger network sizes.  

 

Steady anal sex 
 

-.22 .37 .55 .00 -.14 .39 .72 .07  

Steady anal sex 6m .18 .49 .71 .00 .28 .51 .58 .05  
 
HIV Prevention  

         

 
Informed 
 

 
-.46 

 
.13 

 
.00055** 

 
.02 

 
-.42 

 
.13 

 
.00122** 

 
.10 

 

Condom use 
 

-.79 .13 3.02e-09** .05 -.84 .14 8.61e-10** .07  

Ejaculation 
 

-.92 .18 4.09e-07** .04 -.99 .19 1.35e-07** .07  

PrEP use 
 

-1.12 .14 1.31e-15** .10 -1.12 .14 5.24e-15** .11  

Regular testing  -.97 .16 3.56e-09** .05 -1.03 .17 7.65e-10** .09  
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On the other hand, we found no direct relation between the number of requested referrals and the 

number of completed questionnaires. In the condition of four referrals, the number of completed 

questionnaires was not higher than those in the condition of two referrals. Regardless of the 

experimental condition, the non-response rate was extremely high under invites. This might 

indicate that the non-response under invites is influenced by factors other than the requested 

number of referrals.          

 One explanation for the high non-response under invites is the (lack of) instructions that 

were given to initial seeds. These seeds were solely instructed about the study goals and 

purposes. However, there was no additional instruction on the recruitment methods. One 

example is that invites only received a link to the questionnaire without any further information. 

Not knowing what is behind the link or whether it is save or not to open it, made most of them to 

not click on the link at all. This could have been prevented if seeds were instructed on how to 

invite their peers and what they had to communicate.   

Secondly, technical challenges within the web-based RDS system also created barriers 

for respondents to participate. An example is that peers only received the invitation to the study 

in the language that the seed filled out the questionnaire. This made cross-language referral 
almost impossible.  

 

Despite the partial success of the experiment, it also has its limitations that we want to address. 

The first limitation is that respondents were designated to one condition (2 referrals versus 4 

referrals) during different time points. There was one month in between the condition of two 

referrals (round 1 and 2) against four referrals (round 3 and 4). As the two conditions were not at 

the same timepoint, there could have been history effects: intervening events that have the 

potential to influence the dependent variable (Christ, 2007). These effects are a threat to the 

internal validity. A second limitation is based on the changes that were implemented during 

fieldwork. These changes were applied to improve the recruitment strategy of RDS. As most 

changes were implemented in the content of the questionnaire, we could not control for their 

(direct) effect on the dependent variables of the experiment. The higher online referrals could 

also have been the cause of the changes that were implemented during round 3.  

 

Implementation of the experiment was successful on one hand: online referral has been 

improved. However, an increase of requested referrals did unfortunately not lead to more 

completed questionnaires. This tells us that the response (of invites) in RDS is quite complex and 

may depend on other factors (e.g., instruction of the seeds and technical limitations) that need to 

be taken into account for further research.  

 

5.2 Similarities and differences between RDS, national study and Statistics Netherlands  

 

The second part of the study mainly focussed on sampling a representative group of MSM by 

considering the background characteristics ethnicity, age and educational level. Proportions of 

non-Western MSM in the RDS study were compared to those in the national study and to 

population registers (of all non-Western men) from Statistics Netherlands.  

 

In terms of ethnic background: the RDS study has been more successful in reaching non-Western 

men from Suriname, Morocco and Turkey, whereas the national study has reached higher 

proportions of Antillean and ‘other non-Western’ men. The distribution of RDS is also more 

similar to the distribution of Statistics Netherlands, when compared to the distribution of the 

national study. Thus, RDS is capable of sampling specific ethnic minority groups, who are 

otherwise not sampled through the national study using convenience methods.   

 When comparing the proportions of both studies to the population registers of Statistics 

Netherlands, we can observe an overrepresentation of the category ‘other non-Western’ men. An 

explanation for this is the recent arrival of refugees and asylum seekers in the Netherlands. In 

2017 Vluchtelingenwerk Nederland reported that 14.716 people asked for asylum in the 

Netherlands and 18.161 people in 2016. As Statistics Netherlands only registers status holder, a 

large proportion of these people are not covered in their registers. We can observe that 35% of 
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the men in the RDS study and 21% of men in the national study are from Middle-Eastern and 

African countries; areas where most refugees arrive from. 

 

Regarding the educational level in both studies: the proportions of non-Western men in RDS are 

more similar to those in the national study, in comparison to the population registers of Statistics 

Netherlands. Namely, there is an overrepresentation of higher educated non-Western men in both 

studies. This in contrast to earlier evidence suggesting that non-Western men in the Netherlands 

are on average lower educated (Statistics Netherlands, 2017). The opposing findings might 

indicate sampling bias for the higher educated in both RDS as well as the national study using 

convenience methods.          

 Previous literature reports that there is a systematic difference between those who respond to 

surveys and those who do not respond in terms of their academic attainment; namely higher 

educated participate more often (Richardson, 2005). Another explanation for the 

overrepresentation of higher educated is the familiarity with internet technology. Internet users are 

generally younger, richer, better educated, and more urban than non-Web users (Reips, 2002). 

 Finally, Yetter and Capacciolo (2010) report that people with primary and secondary (in 
comparison to higher educated) are less likely to respond to Internet surveys than to 

questionnaires administered via traditional postal methods. According to the social exchange 

analysis: individuals least likely to participate in survey research are those who see themselves as 

least obligated to provide resources in return for resources received (Groves, Cialdini & Couper, 

1992). As the sponsors of the current RDS survey are representatives of major societal institution, 

it may also explain the low rates of survey participation among the lower educated.    
  

Taking into consideration the age of respondents: RDS an equal proportion of non-Western men 

15-25 years old, compared to population registers of non-Western men. However, there is an 

overrepresentation of non-Western men between 25-35 years old. Furthermore, men older than 45 

years are almost entirely absent in the RDS study. From the beginning of the study, we mainly 

focused on sampling (non-Western) MSM from a younger age group. By doing so we did not 

actively reach out to older non-Westen men in the initial recruitment phase. Almost 93% of the 

seeds were under 40 years old. Stein et al. (2015) report that respondents are expected to recruit 

other members with similar background characteristics. As a consequence, most younger seeds in 

the initial recruitment phase did not refer to older men.  

On a general note, previous literature reports that MSM survey’s do not have a normal 

distribution of age due to factors such as coming-out, sexual presentation and internet access 

(Johnson, Mulongeni, Marr & Lane, 2018). Older (non-Western) MSM are mostly affected by 

these factors, resulting in even higher barriers for them to participate in survey research. Finally, 

Kappelhof (2015) suggests that illiteracy is another (direct) cause for the underrepresentation of 

older non-Western people in survey research.  

 

The final part of the study focussed on differences in key variables between non-Western men in 

RDS and non-Western men in the national study using convenience methods, while controlled 

for the background variables ethnicity, age and educational level. The results have shown that 

men in RDS do not differ on sexual risk behaviours compared to men in the national study. 

However, we did find a difference in the knowledge of HIV prevention methods. Namely, men 

in RDS were less informed and also less aware of effective prevention strategies, compared to 

those in the national study. At the same time, men in RDS got tested more often than men in the 

national study. These results imply that different types of men can be reached depending on the 

kind of sampling method. Intervention methods can be applied targeted at these MSM subgroups 

in RDS who differ from those in the national study. This shows that the national study by its own 

is not sufficient enough in sampling all types of men. Next to that, RDS is a necessary sampling 

method to implement among MSM with non-Western backgrounds. Combining the two studies 

would be the most optimal strategy to sample a representative group of MSM.  

 

In summary, RDS is a useful sampling method to reach additional specific ethnic minority 

groups. These groups differ on HIV awareness and testing behavior compared to those sampled 
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in the national study. However, similar to previous research it still remains a challenge to reach 

some subgroups, such as older and lower educated non-Western MSM. These groups require 

special attention in survey research, potentially through other modes of data collection. 

Combining RDS with the national study in a mixed mode design could be a potential solution to 

balance the out the homogeneity in each sample.  
 

5.3. Limitations of current research 
 

Our study has several limitations that we want to address. The first limitation lies on the content 

of the questionnaire. Tourangeau, Rips & Rasinski (2000) report that (item) non-response is 

more likely to occur for questions involving some kind of psychological threat, such as questions 

about sexual behavior. As all of the theme questions in the current study were compulsory and 

respondents could not proceed without answering, high drop-out was likely to have been the 

result. Another reason for high drop-out is when the questions are too difficult for respondents to 
answer (Dillman, Eltinge, Groves and Little, 2002). Findings from the qualitative interviews 

(additional material appendix E) confirm that drop-outs had difficulties answering certain types 

of questions containing complicated health-related terms, such as ‘sero-sorting’, ‘strategic 
positioning’ and ‘viral load sorting’. The inability to answer such questions was a reason for 

respondents to stop filling out the questionnaire.  

The second limitation of the current RDS study was the accessibility to the target group. 

Seeds were informed and instructed about the study purposes, but not actively included to be part 

of the study. As a result, there were some barriers to understanding the content of the 

questionnaire (e.g., questions were perceived as too personal) and also towards communicating 

with the seeds (e.g., not clearly instructed to invite others). The current frame is targeted at well 

educated, younger white men. The input of the target group could increase the quality of the 

study and also result in higher response rates. One way could be to organize focus groups 

specifically aimed at non-Western men. The goal of these focus groups is to receive input from 

the target group by actively engaging respondents to participate (further discussed in section 5.4)  

A third limitation is the use of population registers from Statistics Netherlands. As the 

Netherlands has no population registers of specifically MSM or gay men, we assumed that the 

distribution of non-Western MSM is equal to the distribution of all non-Western men living in 

the Netherlands. This assumption is based on estimates of 7-10% of the general population 

worldwide being non-heterosexual (Lim & Bernstein, 2012; Felten & Boss, 2017). In addition, 

regardless of these estimates, the population registers are not completely reliable. The first reason 

is because of the large influx of many migrants in the last two years (Vluchtelingenwerk 

Nederland, 2017). Migrant have the opportunity to grant asylum based on sexual orientation 

(Immigratie-en Naturalisatiedienst, 2016). As a consequence, higher proportions of MSM 

migrants choose The Netherlands as potential country to ask for asylum. The second reason of 

unreliable population estimates results from stigma towards sexual minorities (Reitman, 2015). 

For years, many of these people hide their feelings or do not admit having sex with people from 

the same gender. The acceptance and tolerance is country specific and therefore the assumption 
might underestimate the number of MSM specifically living in the Netherlands.  
 

5.4. Improvements for further research 
 

Implementation of RDS can be useful to a wide range of researchers in order to sample hard-to-

reach (minority) groups. But first, further methodological research needs to be conducted on 

ways how to improve the recruitment strategy of RDS. It might be beneficial to set up a 

development research in which theoretically the development of the RDS sampling method is 

tested (empirical evidence for its effectives) and practically methodological directions are 

generated for the design and evaluation of the sampling method (Van den Akker, 1999). In this 

section we discuss potential (useful) strategies that can be implemented to set up a development 

research for the improvement of the RDS sampling method.  
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1. In the current RDS study we observed a high response under initial seeds and low response 

under the invites. These results are partially explained by the direct connection between the 

seeds and the researcher. Initial seeds have a crucial role in the RDS recruitment and 

therefore need special training to motivate their invites to participate in the study and also for 

them to invite their peers, and so on. Reisner et al. (2010) found that key variables regarding 

sexual health (i.e. risky sexual behavior and stimulant drug use during sex) have an influence 

in generating productive seeds. Meyer and Wilson (2009) suggest that individuals of lower 

socioeconomic position (SEP) and/or those who regularly use drugs may be more likely to 

successfully recruit others into a study, perhaps because they are more motivated by the 

levels of monetary incentives offered. These findings suggest that seed characteristics are of 

high importance to facilitate collecting a sample that is closer to reflecting the general 

population. In order to reach this, it is important for researchers to include a heterogeneous 

group (both on background characteristics as well as key variables) of seeds by setting up a 

screening procedure to qualify their eligibility. A second way is by incorporating qualitative 

interviews with seeds that provide future insights as to why some seeds are generative and 

others are not. Finally, other factors that also have to be taken into account are social 
networks, the strength of social ties or the frequency of participation in previous research 

projects (Reisner et al., 2010). If seeds are strictly selected bases on these procedures, it 

can increase their productivity to successfully recruit others.  
 

2. Besides the productivity of the seeds, there are many other strategies researchers themselves 

can implement to motivate invites to fill out the questionnaire. A well-known motivational 

technique is the use of (monetary) incentives. Earlier research has shown that several types of 

incentives can increase the response rate (Perneger, Etter & Rougemont, 1993). However, the 

major cost of monetary incentives is that the kind of research is greatly restricted, and their 

use will influence both what questions are set out to answer, and the way they are answered 

(Vahidov & He, 2010). Thus, the use of (monetary) incentives can have its benefits, but only 

serves as extrinsic motivation. In order to motivate survey respondents intrinsically there are 

many useful (cognitive) strategies one can take into consideration (derived from the 

persuasion theory (Groves, Cialdini & Cooper, 1992).      

 The first strategy for a persuasive effort is the principle of social validation – more 

willing to comply with a request to the degree that one believes similar others would comply 

with it. One way to implement it within RDS is to state the number of friends, or the number 

of people with similar (ethnic) background who are also willing to fill out the questionnaire. 

This may result in more respondents also filling out the questionnaire, as similar others have 

done the same.  

 A second strategy is the principle of reciprocation – directing individuals to provide 

to others the general form of behavior that they have received from those others. In RDS, the 

researchers benefit from respondents filling out the questionnaire. In turn it would be helpful 

to exchange the contact details of the researchers for more information or to give 

respondents the opportunity to receive the final results of the research. It also leads to 

appreciation from the side of the respondent.        

 Another principle is (investigating in) authorities – more willing to comply with a 

request of someone who one perceives as a legitimate authority. When combined with the 

first principle and stating that authorities within the community have agreed to fill out the 

questionnaire or are part of the research project, people are expected to be more willing to 

participate.           

 Finally, Chaiken (1980) has shown that high levels of issue involvement lead 

recipients to imply a systematic information processing strategy in forming their opinion 

judgement. The initial opinion judgement of respondents who are highly involved is strongly 

influenced by the amount of argumentation provided in the message (instead of the 

communicator’s likeability). Thus, respondents who are actively included in the research 
project can be persuaded by the argumentation through extra instruction letters or briefing. 

Another way to involve seeds is by means of focus groups. The goal of these focus groups 

would be to get the respondents closely in touch with the research project by not only 
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discussing the goals and purposes of the study, but also the content of the questionnaire and 

the sampling strategy. 

 

3. The final recommendation is based on the content of the questionnaire. The order in which 

questions are asked (depending on the context) can have large effects on survey results. In the 

current RDS study we there was a relatively high drop-out rate at the very beginning of the 

questionnaire. These drop-out could potentially have been avoided if the order of the 

questionnaire was structured differently. Blair, Czaja & Blair (2013) mention several 

characteristics of what the first question(s) should accomplish to keep respondents motivated 

to continue.          

 Most importantly, the beginning of the questionnaire should at least contain questions 

that are relevant to the central topic. In this study respondents were in advance motivated to 

answer a questionnaire about sexuality and health but received questions about demographic 

characteristics at the beginning of the survey. The link between demographics and key 

variables is not always understood by respondents and the beginning of the survey should be 

consistent with the theme. Therefore, it is not advised to start with demographic variables.  

 Secondly, the questionnaire should be applicable to and answerable by most 

respondents. Lee, Jones, Mineyama & Zhang (2002) have shown differences between 

cultures in responding to questions containing Likert scales. Some of the eastern cultures had 

difficulties answering them and others frequently skipped these types of questions. For a 

cross-cultural survey (or when surveying ethnic minorities in general) it is highly 

recommended to avoid Likert scales and proceed with simple, close-ended questions. 
 

The recommendations above can be executed through qualitative cognitive interview or by means 

of focus groups. These interviews and focus groups can be used as a tool to gain relevant 

information about the productivity of the seeds and also to identify potential problems (such as 

wording or question order) within the content of the questionnaire. Furthermore, when trying to 

motivate respondents to answer the questionnaire, one can take into consideration many cognitive 

principles that are derived from the persuasion theory.   

 

6. Conclusion   
 

Despite the small sample size, we can conclude that RDS is a sampling method able to reach 

specific ethnic minority groups from a younger age. These men differ on several key variables, 

such as testing behavior and knowledge on HIV prevention methods, when compared to men 

from the national study using convenience methods. In the national study there are also more 

men where (one of) the parents originate from Western countries.  

Under the right conditions RDS can reach subgroups of MSM who are different from 

MSM reached through convenience methods. Further researchers who want to implement RDS 

as a sampling method among (ethnic) minority groups have to take into consideration the 

accessibility to the target group and account for technical challenges that might occur during the 

recruitment process. We have advised to set up a development research program in which 

empirically based recommendations are given on how to improve the recruitment of RDS and 
thus increase the response rate (among invites). The most important factors to take into account 

are the heterogeneity of the seeds, communicating through cognitive principles and set up a 

questionnaire applicable to the target group.   

 

In summary, with many improvements RDS can implemented among specific hard-to-reach 

groups. The combination of factors, such as high incentives, multiple languages, accessibility to 

the target group and the ones recommended for the development program are relevant to 

stimulate the recruitment strategy within RDS.  One relevant finding to stimulate online 

recruitment is to increase the number of referrals to a limited number, so overrepresentation of 

people with larger network sizes can be avoided. When proceeding through these steps, RDS has 

the potential to lead to large sample sizes and reach long recruitment waves. Combining RDS 
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with convenience sampling can be a potential solution reach a representative sample of minority 

populations.  
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